I WANT A COMMUNICATION STUDIES AWARD!!

Well honey, who doesn’t? The Communication Studies Award goes with everything! It looks oh-so-attractive on you and not only that, but it looks fantastic to potential employers, scholarship committees and admissions departments. By completing 10 units of Communication Studies courses, (with a B average in those classes) you can get yourself that gorgeous award. Remember, it’ll bring good things into your life and you’ll have a great time getting it, too! Ask your instructor for more information.

Classes that count toward the award:*

Comm. 1 – Public Speaking
Comm. 2 – Group Discussion
Comm. 4 – Persuasion and Argumentation
Comm. 6 - Listening
Comm. 7 – Interpersonal Communication
Comm. 8 – Communication Activities (limit of 4 units to be used toward award)
Comm. 10 – Communication Process
Comm. 12 – Intercultural Communication

* All 10 units of Communication Studies courses must be completed at Cabrillo College.